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Over the past three years, the NACC along with several other Catholic Ministry Associations

and (arch)diocesan representatives have partnered to create national competencies and

formation resources for pastoral care ministers who provide spiritual, emotional and

sacramental support to the most vulnerable in diverse settings (homes, senior residences,

correctional/prisons, health care and other
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Introduc�on to the Speaker:
 was born in New Haven, Connecticut and graduated from

Syracuse University with degrees in political science and communications.   

After college, he served in the Air Force in Alaska and that's where he met the Jesuits, joined

the Jesuit volunteer corps for a year and then entered the Society of Jesus in Boston. 

Father George felt called to prison ministry. In 1993, he volunteered at the Boston city jail and

was hired as their Catholic chaplain. He has been involved in prison ministry ever since then.

He earned an MSW from Boston College, and a master's degree in divinity spiritual direction

from the Weston Jesuit School of Theology in Cambridge, MA.   

While he was in theology studies, also worked as an addiction counselor at the Bridge House (

https://thebridgehouse.org/) in Framingham, Massachusetts, a faith-based halfway house for

ex-prisoners.   

Following ordination, he worked as the Catholic Chaplain at the Massachusetts State Prison in

Concord MA. He completed his doctorate in Criminology from Northeastern University in 2017.

For the past 10 years he has worked as the Catholic Chaplain at San Quentin State Prison in

California. 

Father George Williams, S.J.
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The Story of Dennis Webb and the Ministry
of Presence
Father George: Okay. So, for our next hour, I'm going to speak about the ministry of presence,

empathic listening, and grief and bereavement. 

But to start, I want to share with you a familiar passage from Luke's gospel. In Chapter 28, one

of the criminals hanging there, reviled Jesus saying, "Are you not the Messiah? Save yourself

and us.  The other, however, rebuking him said in reply, "Have you no fear of God ? For you

are subject to the same condemnation. We have been condemned justly, for the sentence we

received, corresponds to our crimes, but this man has done nothing criminal." Then he said,

"Jesus, remember me when you come into your kingdom. He replied to him, "Amen. I say to

you, today, you will be with me in paradise."

John and Lori Rainwater's infant son was seven days old when his parents were murdered. He

and his 15-month-old sister were found alive and sheltered under their mother's dead body. 

The night before Wednesday, February 4th, 1987, Dennis Webb, a parolee out of prison for just

two months, broke into their home with the intention of robbing them. 

Both. John and Lori were devout Christians. They worked hard and they were saving money to

move to a larger place for their growing family.
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Dennis was a 35-year-old 10th grade dropout from West Texas who had spent several years in

the Texas prison system for burglary. He told me near the end of his life that he couldn't begin

to put into words the brutality he witnessed endured in those prisons.

By his mid-twenties as an aimless drifter, full of rage and racist ideas, he joined an outlaw

motorcycle gang in North Texas. By his 30th birthday, he had by his own account, killed five

people.  His first victim was a gay man he selected at random because, in his own words: " I

don't like homosexuals." His second victim was murdered because he was black.

He told me he had killed three other people who caught him burglarizing their homes. Dennis's

cocaine, amplified violence landed him in the Utah prison system for robbery and aggravated

kidnapping. He was released from prison in Utah in December 1986, two months before he

met and murdered the Rainwaters.

The robbery was well planned. He went to a local Kmart earlier that Wednesday afternoon and

purchased duct tape to bind his victims and it was one of his bloody fingerprints on the duct

tape that would be used as evidence to convict him. 

Dennis forced his way into their home, pistol-whipped them, splitting their scalps open. John

was hit at least five times in the back of the head. His wife was hit four times. Dennis tied them

up with the tape and during the next day eight hours, he beat them and raped them. It's hard to

imagine the fear and the horror, the terror, this young couple endured. No doubt. They cried out

to God many times for help. Their infant children were nearby. Their cribs were splattered with

their parents' blood.
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At some point around 6:00 AM it seems that Webb must've fallen asleep or passed out

because the couple was able to free themselves from the restraints and they ran screaming for

help into the parking lot of their apartment building. Dennis awakened was right behind them. 

He shot John in the back and when he fell, killed him with an execution style shot to the back of

the head. He then ran after Laurie and killed her the same way. She died, holding her two

babies close to her. She was running with them to protect them. 

In August 1988 Dennis Webb was sentenced to death. It's reported that he laughed when the

verdict was read.

The cross of Christ invites us into the mystery of human suffering and evil as well as the

mystery of healing, redemption, mercy, and forgiveness. 

All the theologizing in the world is of no use unless one can truly be present with another

suffering human being, and this is especially true in our ministry in prisons and jails. 

When the metal gates and the bar doors swing shut and locked behind us, we must be able to

give an explanation to anyone who asks for a reason for our hope. 

I met Dennis 25 years after he murdered the Rainwaters. He lived in cell 68 on California's

death row when I met him. He was a 60-year-old man who looked at least 20 years older than

that. 

He was overweight, diabetic, and he suffered from chronic pain in his legs and in his back. A

few years before we met, Dennis had converted to Catholicism and was baptized on death

row.  He had found his way into the church pretty much on his own.
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In seeking God, he was seeking forgiveness and healing, and he found both, especially in the

Eucharist. Every time I visited his block, I brought him communion, which I gave to him

through a small slot that was at the very top of his, of his cell door. 

Dennis had shared with me early on his devotion to Saint Dismas, the good thief that tradition

names who was crucified alongside of Jesus. Dennis wore a small medal of Dismas around

his neck. He became, for me, a living incarnation of Dismas in a way. 

At his trial for the murders of the Rainwaters it was reported that he told the jury at the time of

sentencing: “I have no feelings, ladies and gentlemen. My heart is like a block of ice. Death is

the only appropriate sentence for me.” Unaware at the time he was echoing the words of

Dismas on the cross: “Indeed, we had been condemned justly, but the sentence we received

corresponds to our crimes.”

Dennis told me over time about the first 20 years of his life in prison at San Quentin. He spent

most of the time in solitary confinement. He lost contact with his family and when I met him, he

was lonely until the last few years of his life. A few months before he died, he told me: “Father,

I've lived a bad life.” And he said this with such sadness that it brought tears to my eyes.

Because the Dennis that I had come to know was no longer the cold-blooded murderer

portrayed in the news at the time of his trial.

However, he never really changed his opinion that his crimes and the choices he made merited

the death penalty. But instead of a 15-minute death by lethal injection, Dennis's execution

lasted over 30 years. He had seriously considered suicide. He told me how one time he had

saved all his medications up and had he taken them all at once, it would have killed him, but he

decided on his own that his Catholic faith ruled out suicide as an option.
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Dennis was able to make a very joyful reconciliation with his family in 2013 - especially with his

grandchildren whom he was able to meet for the first time. They actually came and visited

him. 

But even the love of his family back in Texas was eventually eclipsed by the chronic pain that

he was experiencing every day and the steady and humiliating loss of control of his body due

to the progression of a number of physical ailments. In October 2016 he asked me to pray with

him and for him that God would take him home and I promised him I would, and I did, and I

was reminded of the words of Dismas to Jesus. “Remember me when you come into your

kingdom.”

Dennis had pneumonia for a month before the doctor finally decided to check his lungs and

diagnose it. It was becoming harder and harder for him to breathe. He was admitted to the

hospital in December and on December 17th, 2016 shackled hand and foot to a hospital bed.

Dennis Duane Webb died in the state of grace and Jesus said: “Amen. I say to you today, you

will be with me in paradise.”

We are about a ministry of presence. Pastoral care is about being present, not about doing

something necessarily, but it's difficult for many chaplains to believe that a ministry of presence

is useful, especially when we work in a prison system that doesn't understand the purpose of

pastoral ministry because the focus of the prison is security. 

Security is all about doing something, maintaining order of custody and control of prisoners.

Most prisons are rule-based and paramilitary in their organization. And as we did in our first

role play, I've often been asked, as many of you have: “Why do you waste your time with these

people? Why not go help more deserving people?”
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Don’t Just Do Something – Be There!

Well, we know the answer to that, but my advice to anyone considering prison and jail ministry

is don't just do something, be there. We're not going in there as professional problem solvers.

We're not going in there as volunteer problem solvers either. Because you would burn out in a

day if all you did was going around trying to solve other people's problems because there's just

too many of them. 

So, first, you're not going to prison to solve problems or to fix people. His mother, told Father

Dustin: “You're not going into prison as a social worker!” Now, speaking as a trained social

worker, I know that the goal of social workers is not to fix people's problems, but to empower

people to address their own needs and solutions. 

But that's not our job as chaplains. Now, most manipulative behavior comes from prisoners

looking for a specific fix to a specific problem, such as access to a phone, money, food. That's

not your job. You're not there to fix people or be a social worker.

You would burn out in a day if all you did was going around trying to solve other people's

problems because there's just too many of them.

You would burn out in a day if all you did was
going around trying to solve other people's
problems because there's just too many of them.

—   Father George Williams., S.J.
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Another source of danger and stress for pastoral care professionals and volunteers is the idea

that somehow we know or should know all the answers. Prisoners have lots of problems and

lots of questions and we do not have all the answers. Sometimes we don't have any answers.

Quoting the Bible to fix problems is not good pastoral ministry. That's not what the Bible is for.

So, if we're not equipped with the perfect thing to say, to resolve problems, to diffuse situations

or somehow make any situation okay in the prison we encounter, then what then are we to

do? 

Well, prisons and jails, prisoners and jail detainees are often experiencing profound loss, grief,

anger, helplessness, loneliness and fear. What do you think you can say to them that's going to

rid them of this profound loss, this profound grief, this anger or this loneliness or fear?

The answer is probably nothing. There's really nothing to say that will make anything okay in

this situation. The truth is there are times when there is nothing particularly profound to say, at

least when it comes to any sort of fixing wisdom that might make much of a difference, but as

uncomfortable and as helpless as this makes us feel, I think there's something more important

than words that we can offer and this is what makes our role so significant and ultimately

helpful. 

We can never discount the power and the importance of presence.

We can never discount the power and the
importance of presence.

— Father George Williams, S.J.
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Often the role of a minister or a chaplain, a volunteer is highly symbolic, and this may be hard

for us to accept, especially in this culture because we want to be able to point to something

tangible and say to ourselves, "I did that," but the truth is that chaplains and volunteers are

living symbols of the church's presence in people's lives, and we're a reminder of the presence

of Christ. We're not Christ, but we're a reminder as being members of the body of Christ, that

we're there to represent his presence.

You know, among the most common things I hear from prisoners is, thank you for being here.

That's what matters to them. My being there, your being there is important because it's a sign

that the church is there readily available to and for prisoners in their needs because chances

are if you're not there, the church is not going to be present there either. It's up to us.

Empathic Listening

We have to be to be ourselves, to be present and as difficult as it is often to accept this. The

truth is there are times in my own life when if I'm having a problem, I don't want someone to sit

there and talk at me. I want them just to sit there and be with me. I experienced that recently a

few months ago when my dad passed away. All the talking didn't help but people's presence

meant so much to me. So, I want to talk a little bit about empathic listening because you know

we're here to pray and then to listen and listening is the key. 

Now there's a, fortunately a very detailed, wonderful training on empathic listening skills for

pastoral care ministry. I refer you to a recent webinar (March 2019) of the Catholic Prison

Ministries Coalition that’s now up on our website. (See Basics of Empathic Listening for

Pastoral Care Ministry: CPMC Webinar @ https://catholicprisonministries.org/) It’s also on the

USCCB website.
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That webinar was presented a few months ago by Dr. Ted Smith and Dr Catherine Gettek

Solis. It's a great introduction to this, to the basics. And so, I just want to talk a little bit about

empathic listening here. I'm not going to make you experts on it here. We can't do that because

this is something that you can't be taught. 

This is more of an art. It's something that we, we have to grow into.

The first important distinction to know is: empathy versus sympathy. What's the difference?

They're often confused now. It helps me to think that empathy is when we feel with somebody

and we're allowing ourselves to feel the experiences of another person as much as this is

possible by comparing them with our own feelings. So, empathy is more of a heart feeling. 

Sympathy is about caring about the suffering of the other person without necessarily sharing

their feelings or experiences. Sympathy is more like acknowledging another person's pain, but

it doesn't necessarily mean that I feel it.

I learned from losing a parent recently, that I could sympathize with people who lost a parent,

but it was only after I lost a parent that I could empathize with what it feels like. We tend to

confuse these and really, for our purposes today, it's not important to get bogged down in the

definitions. Suffice it to say that sympathy is like having the mental concern and even pity for

another person's pain. It's about being sensitive to their pain. 

Sympathy is when I can say I feel sorry for your loss. Whereas empathy is allowing yourself to

understand and feel some aspect of that pain in your heart, feeling with more than feeling for

somebody. Above all, we're not trying to take on people's pain. That would really drive you

crazy if you do that, you won't last more than a day. God isn't asking us to do that.
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Besides, most of us have enough pain in our own lives to deal with, we don't need to take on

anybody else's. 

Now compassion is about understanding and seeing that all our suffering is part of the mystery

of life. Part of the mystery of the cross seen in the light of the resurrection. We're not there to

take away suffering. We can't. We're not there to save people. Jesus did that for us. We're

there to be with the people in the jails and the prisons. This is the most wonderful gift we can

give them. 

It's probably the most important thing that we can offer in prison ministry because in prison,

one of the things I've learned over the years is that the most painful part of prison is loneliness.

Loneliness is a universal human experience. We've all experienced it to some degree, and

that's where the, the empathy can come in being with the men and women in their loneliness

and their fear.

Now there's no wrong way to do this. Just like there's no one writer just like another writer. I

suppose you could be awful and uncompassionate, but there's no, right or wrong, definition.

The most helpful thing we can do to help somebody in a situation of suffering is to know that

they, that he or she is being heard, that someone else can connect with their pain and their grief

and that they're not entirely alone in them. 

Father Dustin alluded to this in his talk. We cannot feel their feelings, but we can share our

common human presence with them. And empathy is a gift that we can give, and we can

receive. We're fed and we're fed by it. It's about creating a safe space for the healing to begin.

But we need to remember that it's God who does the healing.
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The most helpful thing we can do to help
somebody in a situation of suffering is to know that
they, that he or she is being heard, that someone
else can connect with their interferes, their pains
and their grief and that they're not entirely alone in
them.  

— Father George Williams, S.J.

Role Play: Telling a Prisoner About His
Mother’s Death
When we're with somebody in pain, we don't need to be interrogating them with 50 questions.

Empathy goes much deeper than gathering information. So, it's time for another role play. 

Can you come up Karen? You're on the spot and we need to have a microphone for her too.

I'd like to do this brief role play. The situation is this. I'm a prisoner whom Chaplain Karen is

coming to see. She is coming to tell me that my mother just passed away in the hospital. The

family has notifed the prison and it’s her job to let me know.

So, I'm in my cell and you're coming up to my cell.

Chaplain (Karen): Just to start off, just walking up. Okay. George. I'm here to see you today.

How are you doing?

Prisoner (Fr. George): Okay. I saw you coming. Does that mean you have some bad news for

me?
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Chaplain (Karen): Well, I, I do have some news that I was given me to bring to you. I am here

to let you know that we've just received word that your mom has passed - that she has died.

(There is a 3 second silence at this point.)

Father George: Thank you. That silence was absolutely perfect because what happens, I've

found over the years, over the experiences I have, unfortunately I have to do this a lot. And

most of the time when you're dealing with people who are already in a situation of crisis, in jail

or in prison. The worst fear is that they will be in prison when their mother dies. And so, it's a

shock.

And Karen delivered that message very compassionately, indirectly not to beat around the

bush, but allowed me to be in my shock without pause. I think the temptation often is, do I want

to say something to kind of step in and say the right words that will make you feel better. You

know, you're not going to make anybody feel better when the mother just died and they're in

prison. So, you did perfectly in terms of being able to be with the person and just be there.

Normally, what I find helps is after a few moments after the kind of shocks settles in, I say to

them: “I'll come back in a little while. I want to give you some time.” Because the reality is that

you and invariably, they need to process what has just been shared. And then, when I come

back in an hour or so, then usually by that point that reality has sunk in. Then, it's time for them

to talk if they want to. 

It's always good to make sure that, you know, they're okay and if they can make sure that if

they need somebody right away, they can get back in touch with me or someone in mental

health. The important thing is to allow people to have time to process in their own way. We

can't fix by dumping our insights onto their problem. We can't problem solve.
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If you think about it, we have a metaphor in our faith community, when we come and hold out

our hand or stick out our tongue to receive the body of Christ. We're receiving a precious gift.

And so, it's that gift we're giving them of engaging in empathic pastoral care. We're

approaching the person in front of us as we approach the altar. We're approaching them with a

sense of reverence, of awe and respect.

And so, whenever we minister to the people, men and women in prison, we have to remember

we're approaching the altar of their hearts. It's this embodiment, this incarnational theology of

Christ presence in them as well as in us. So that's what it means about the Catholic prison

ministry being relational. Empathy is relational. The person in front of us is the focus, not us.

Empathy is relational.  The person in front of us is the focus, not us.

It's this embodiment, this incarnational theology of
Christ presence in them as well as in us. So that's
what it means about the Catholic prison ministry
being relational. Empathy is relational. The person
in front of us is the focus, not us.

—  Father George Williams, S.J.

So, you're going to have all kinds of feelings when you're dealing with somebody in crisis. But

remember, you're there to help this man or woman in their process. You know, you can deal

with your own issues later. This is not just for the detainee or the prisoner. This is also true of

the victims of crime. This is also true for the family members of prisoners or for the

correctional officer in times of personal crisis. I'll say more about them later, but correctional

officers go through a lot. We need to be sensitive to their, their crises as well, and their pain.
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So, the basic thing to remember is it's the receiver being the focus here, not you, the caregiver,

to give the person in front of you, the gift of feeling heard is more important than any wisdom

you could conjure up or spew. This is the greatest gift you can give them - your presence.

Learning from Your Mistakes and Holy
Humility
We have to be willing to be open to learn from our mistakes. I learned far more from my

mistakes in the first 20 years of this work than I ever learned from books or from teachers or

from anything else. The trick is learning from your mistakes and not getting kicked out of your

job. You know, so, I was lucky, but I've learned 90% of what I know about prison ministry from

my mistakes. 

And there's something to remember too about prison ministry.

When you walk into that jail or when you walk into that prison, unless you're living there as a

prisoner, you're only going to see about 5% of what's really going on in there day to day. That

means 95% of what's going on in the prison and the cells is happening outside of your view,

outside of your awareness or your consciousness.

And there's a ton of stuff going on that prisoners can't or won't tell you. They just can't talk

about it. So never lose your sense of humility. You don't know and you cannot know what's

going on. Most of the time, empathy requires us to remain in this place of holy humility. We

cannot fully grasp the experience of the men and women in jail and prison. So, and do not rush

to compare their experience with yours. Unless you've done 20 or 30 years in prison yourself,

you'll never be able to do that, and you don't have to.
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Grief and Bereavement

So, let's talk a little bit about grief and bereavement in the time we have. Like I said, there was,

in addition to the empathic listening webinar that, Catherine and Dr. Smith did, there is also

another upcoming webinar with Dr. Melissa Kelly from Boston College and myself. Dr. Kelly is

a former colleague of mine. Our topic is going to be grief and bereavement in jail and prison

ministry. So, if you want, you can learn more about it there.  Go to the

catholicprisonministries.org website and look up webinars under "Resources". 

Right now, I want to touch on it a little bit here. Grief is one of those aspects of life that we all

know about, but we don't really understand it until we go through it ourselves. Grief is personal.

We each experience grief in our own unique ways. This can change in our lives. As we go

through our lives over different stages, grief is like a fingerprint. It belongs to the person

experiencing it uniquely. 

And there's no wrong and right way to grieve. That's why grief often feels like such a lonely

experience for people. No one can ever completely understand your grief and you can never

completely understand that grief of another.

And then add to this the complication of being in jail or in prison and experiencing loss. Even if

it's not the death of a family member, you're experiencing death in the form of the loss of

freedom, the loss of relationship, the loss of a job, a home, self-esteem, even loss of your pets.

That's, what prisoners and people in jail are grieving over – many losses.
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And while in prison or jail, death can enter in other ways. The death of a loved one, the illness

of a loved one. This not only adds to the loneliness of being in jail or prison, it also adds to the

layers of self-recrimination that men and women in prison dump on themselves and the shame

or guilt they feel. They'll often feel they're responsible because they weren't out there to be with

their loved one in a time of need. And so, for many prisoners, it's complicated. You've got these

complex levels of grief going on. 

Each loss of freedom, each small death or big death brings up feelings and losses and

memories of losses from the past in their lives. Most of the men I work with at San Quentin

have many, many memories of loss, disappointment, abuse, and pain in their lives.

And for many of them, especially for men in our culture, they'd never been able to really grieve

the losses and deaths that happened in the past. This is especially true for that that happened

when they were most vulnerable as children. Someone told them not to cry or they learn how

to use drugs or alcohol or sexual acting out or violence as a way of numbing themselves to the

pain of the grief they were feeling. 

Grief is a process that often feels like a deep wound. I remember when my dad passed away, I

felt as though, I had broken an arm. It just felt like a physical injury. And even though I was able

to be with him, he was in hospice and he had a very good death, it still felt like a wound that

was going to take a long time to heal. 

And that's how the prisoners feel too.

We usually think of grief in terms of the death of a loved one. But grief can be triggered by any

kind of loss and it can become just as fresh again as when it first happened, if it gets triggered.

So, we have to honor the grief that they're going through in prison or in jail. They are losing their

freedom, their jobs, their hopes and their dreams.
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These losses are very real. They are every bit as real as the death of a loved one. And while

grief is deeply personal and uniquely felt like that fingerprint, it's also a universal human

experience.

Every human being experiences loss. It's inevitable. So, while we experience our grief in our

own unique ways, there are some common feelings and behaviors that we share as human

beings experiencing loss.

This will further be explored in the webinar I just noted. So, you don't need to absorb everything

today. I do however want to say a few more things about dealing with grief as a prison chaplain

or as a volunteer.

First of all, remember what I said earlier about a ministry of presence. You're not trying to fix

people. 

Grief is not a problem that can be fixed. It's a natural, necessary process of life that we all have

to go through. There are no cures and there are no shortcuts. And my experiences with

prisoners and loss had been like this.

When I have to tell a man or a woman that they have had a death in their family, it's important

for me to always ensure that they're in a place of relative quiet and relative privacy. So, what I

would normally do if it's possible, and it's not always possible, but I would not do a cell front

delivery of bad news. I would have the prisoner taken to a place where he or she has some

privacy and talk to them there when that's possible.

Grief is not a problem that can be fixed. It's a natural, necessary process of life that we all have

to go through. There are no cures and there are no shortcuts.
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Grief is not a problem that can be fixed. It's a
natural, necessary process of life that we all have
to go through. There are no cures and there are no
shortcuts.

—   Father George Williams, S.J. 

It takes a while, you know, and as we saw this role play for the news to sink in, the person may

initially respond with nothing or they may just respond with anger or disbelief. That's all normal.

The numbness, the shock, the anger is a natural way of our spirit protecting ourselves,

protecting our hearts. So, you don't have to say or do a lot in those situations and the less is

more in all these cases. I almost always find it better to let the man or a woman have some

space to be alone or go back to their cell.

And this is actually one of the places where I see the best come out in terms of the humanity of

their fellow prisoners. They instinctively know how to care for one another in these times of

loss. And it's onetime in a men's prison where it's okay to cry, that is, if you lose a mother or a

loved one. I send them back to their cell as long as I know the prisoner is going to be safe.

I give them the space and time they need for an hour or two and then I check back on them.

And usually after the shock has worn off, they're ready to talk about what they're feeling. They

also appreciate at that point someone who will listen. I'm not going to fix them. I'm not going to

take away their pain or say something brilliant that was going to make them feel better. The

best thing I can do at this point is show them empathy. Love them. care for them because

these losses in prisons are real crises and they need to be attended to with love and respect.
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And fortunately, in most prisons, there are some mental health professionals there who can

help. 

But remember, their job isn't to fix the problem either. We are present to just let the prisoner

know that whatever he or she is feeling at that point is normal.

For men, I think especially it's important for them to understand that they have permission to

cry. It doesn't mean that they're weak. It just shows how strong they love the person that they

lost. And I think that they usually get that. But it's hard. It really is hard to overcome that sort of

understanding that you're never supposed to let down the defenses. You always have to be

tough.

There's no wrong or right way to do this. Like I said, but it's such an important part of our work

and the only way to really learn it is to do it. I've seen what happens when a chaplain doesn’t do

it. 

When people are too lazy or unprofessional to help the prisoner and shift the notification to a

caseworkers or CO's. They're not trained for this sort of thing even if they are sometimes very

sensitive and wonderful.

Other times I've heard horror stories of compassionless, delivery of bad news. We don't want

that to happen. This is something that we need to claim as our job and our responsibility. We

can't outsource our pastoral care to correction officers. We shouldn't. 

So finally, I guess in all of this, connected to this is the last thing I want to say in this section

and that is about self-care.
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Now, prisons and jails are not easy places to live in or to work in. And if you don't take care of

your physical, your emotional and your spiritual health, no one else will. There's a spiritual

darkness in American prisons, probably all prisons for that matter. 

Joan Chittister said that “in the absence of God, we can become more of the presence of

God.” I love that quote because it's in the darkness, in the loneliness of the prison, the

dehumanizing quality of prison that we can become more aware of our need for our

dependence on God.

There's a spiritual darkness in American prisons,
probably all prisons for that matter. Joan Chittister
has said though that “in the absence of God, we
can become more of the presence of God.”

You have to, starting with the spiritual, defend yourself. You have to have that armor of Christ I

talked about in the first hour. Not some crazy, like I said, deliverance ministry where you can

be casting out demons and all that stuff.

No, God does that. But you need to be defended against what is dark and real and evil in the

prison system. What it is, is this spirit of unrelenting punishment and judgement. You don't want

that to get into you. It can be corrosive.

The Importance of Self Care
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I'll say more about that. The effect on staff is very toxic. And so, you want to be sure you're

defended against that spiritually.  When you walk into the prison, say a prayer. I love the

Archangel Michael prayer. It's a little dated perhaps but it is helpful.

And while the language is the little 19th century. It acknowledged that we are up against forces

of hatred and love lessness and it's only God's power that can protect us from that. And we

need that.

In the chapel at San Quentin against the back wall. I asked a couple of our very talented artists

who are prisoners there to do a mural. And I chose to do Revelation chapter 12. It's this, it's

this depiction of the great battle occurred in, in the heavens. There's a vision of the, the woman

clothed with the sun and then war broke out in heaven.

Michael and his angels are fighting against the devil. And the idea is that it's like the struggle

that's going on in our own hearts between light and darkness, good and bad. But the important

thing is that God is winning this battle.

God has won this battle. And so, to me it's a way of saying to the prisoners, the Book of

Revelation isn't just talking about some end times prophecy. It's talking about our very real

lives and our very real struggles and what we're up against. 

And believe me, the prisoners know what they're up against.

Traditional Prayer to St. Michael the Archangel:

  

St. Michael the Archangel, defend us in battle. Be our defense against the wickedness and

snares of the Devil. May God rebuke him, we humbly pray, and do thou, O Prince of the

heavenly hosts, by the power of God, thrust into hell Satan, and all the evil spirits, who prowl

about the world seeking the ruin of souls. Amen.
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Participant Comment: At Coffee Creek (Prison), in Oregon, Peggy Donaldson is the

coordinator of that ministry. During her training, she said that the highway five, gets so

congested, that's the work of the devil. So, she said that one can't easily get to the prison there.

She emphasized that that’s the time slot to pray.

Fr. George: That's a good point. A lot of times when I did my dissertation, I interviewed a lot of

Christian officers and chaplains and one of the times they talked about was like driving home

after work - it was for them a decompression time. It was a time of sort of preparing

themselves. 

And so, when we're going to work. If you show up at work and you haven't prayed and you're

stressed, you're going to walk in there and you’re going to get hammered. So, it's always

important to spiritually prepare yourselves, arm yourself. You're walking into a place where

there is spiritual darkness, we're not equipped to fight against Satan on our own. He's a lot

smarter than we are.  

But we can be defended against the petty kind of toxic daily evils that we find in the prison. And

again, it's not the prisoners, it's the system that, that I believe is the evil.

Spiritual, Mental, and Physical Wellness
So, we need to be spiritually healthy. We need to avail ourselves of the sacraments. We need

to be, we need to have the Eucharist. We need to be connected to the church and to one

another through the Eucharist regularly, not just once a year.

We need to be part of a community of faith praying with people, a supportive relationship is

needed. If you don't have a spiritual director, you should get one because you need to process

these things.
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And in order to be helpful to people, you need the sacrament of reconciliation. I mean the

church only asks you to go to reconciliation once a year. But it's a very helpful practice to avail

yourself of this sacrament of healing. So, any of the sacraments are there for all of us. We’re

not just there to do the sacraments. We're also there to also participate in them.

So, arm yourself with all of these gifts that the church has at its disposal us. 

You need to take care of yourself by making sure, as I mentioned, during the first hour, that

you're not going into that prison to get your emotional needs met. I just had a horrible situation

where one of my volunteers, who was a 30-year-old woman, decided to be a good idea to, to

hook up with one of the prisoners in her program. 

And I thought, how crazy is that, yet how human it is. I mean, you know, people want

connection and people look for love, but you don't go to prison to look for love.

If you're not finding love at home, if you're not being fed by something, you're going to be

hungry.

And you might find yourself susceptible to getting
your emotional needs met in prison, which is
ultimately abusive to prisoners because you are
there as a professional, like a social worker or a
psychologist or doctor. 

—  Father George Williams, S.J. 
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And you might find yourself susceptible to getting your emotional needs met in prison, which is

ultimately abusive to prisoners because you are there as a professional, like a social worker or

a psychologist or doctor. 

There is no correct way to get in a relationship with a prisoner as a volunteer or a chaplain.

Period. It's unethical. It's immoral, it's wrong. So, it's human and it happens and don't deceive

yourself because men and women will fall in love with you. 

They'll project onto you, you'll become their mother, their father, their whatever it is. And you

have to be able to differentiate their needs from your needs. Cause if you don't do that, then

you can do a lot of damage to yourself and to them. So emotionally you have to be working on

yourself. You need, like I said, a spiritual director, but you also might want to do some kind of

therapy.

You might want to be in charge. If you're not in touch with your own issues. How are you

possibly going to help somebody dealing with his or hers. The same thing holds true with any

addiction. I mean, I think the best chaplains are people who've had some experience with 12

steps because most of the people you encounter in prison are dealing with some sort of

addiction, whether it's a process or whether it's a chemical or substance. If you're not dealing

with an addiction yourself, you need to know the language of recovery and understand it

because most of the people you're encountering probably have experienced it to some degree.

So, and then, so physically you have to take care of your physical health. It's stressful working

in prison. And if you notice, if you've been in there for a while, you see what happens to the

officers like at San Quentin. I see these men and women come in, they're all buff and they're

like, young and they're healthy and they're athletic. Many have just come back from serving in

the military. So, they're like really, you know, in good shape.
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Within five years after, you know, endless doubles, shifts and doughnuts and pizza, they start

to get wider and wider and by the time they've been in for 15 years, they're just a mess. And

the life expectancy for correction officers is 59 years old. 

It's so common for us to get notices of a recently retired CO who has just dropped dead of a

heart attack. So, don't let that happen to you. Because we're exposed to the same environment

that they're in. And if we don't take care of ourselves and we, and we allow ourselves not to be

healthy, we're going to get sick.

And, and even if you don't get physically sick right away, you can become burned out very

quickly and emotionally sick. For me, I like yoga. I go twice a week. I find that to be a really

good practice for me. Some people run. The important thing is to exercise. Do whatever,

whatever you like that keeps your body healthy – like diet. You need to be very attentive to that

because this isn't just an ordinary place to work. This is not an easy place to work. This

requires a little extra. So, you have to take that extra care of yourself. 

It's not selfish to take care of yourself. It's a responsibility that we have to do that. And so, the

body, mind and spirit, we have to attend to all those things in terms of self-care. And I think,

that's probably a good place to stop.
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Ques�ons for Re�ec�on:
1. Recall the story of Dennis Webb and explain how you would answer the following

questions: Why do you waste your time with these people? Why not help more

deserving people?

2. Describe how you understand what Father George meant by “the ministry of presence.”

3. a. True or False: The purpose of going into prison ministry is to solve the problems of the

prisoners. b. Explain why you answered the way that you did?

4. a: True or False: We go to prison to bring answers from the Scriptures to the questions of

prisoners. b. Discuss your answer with your mentor or sponsor.  

5. How do you understand what Father George said about the difference between empathy

and sympathy?  

6. In light of the role play in the video about telling a prisoner about his mother’s death, what

would you say, is the most helpful thing you can give people who are suffering?  

7. a. True or False: As a chaplain or volunteer you will know all about what’s going on in the

jail. 

b. Explain your answer.  

8. True or False: Grief is like a fingerprint; it is unique for each person.

9. Explain why it is important to take care of yourself as a chaplain or volunteer, spiritually,

socially and physically?

10. Explain: Why should you prepare yourself before going into the prison or jail?

(Remember the Prayer to St Michael the Archangel)
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Helpful Resources: 
Printed Required reading:

 Messengers of Hope: A Catholic Prison Ministry Training Resource, Dismas Ministry 

@ https://dismasministry.org/product/messengers-of-hope/  

See especially pp. 8-16 “Relating with Inmates”

Recommended Websites for further study:
 Webinar: Basics of Empathic Listening for Pastoral Care Ministry: CPMC Webinar @

https://catholicprisonministries.org/

 Webinar: Grief and Bereavement: CPMC Webinar @

https://www.catholicprisonministries.org/   

 All the first webinars of the Catholic Prison Ministries Coalition were recorded by and

posted on  https://usccb.org by the United State Conference of Catholics Bishops, Office

for Certification for Ecclesial Ministry and the Conference's Office for Comminications. 

They can be found at - http://usccb.org/beliefs-and-teachings/how-we-teach/catholic-

education/catholic-prison-ministries-coalition-cpmc.cfm
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Prison Ministry
101 Session 3

Prison Ministry 101 is a training program is offered in collaboration with the Catholic
Prison Ministry Coalition and the National Association of Catholic  Chaplains  as part of
their Partners in Pastoral Care Project.

This training program  is an introduction to prison pastoral care ministry, focusing on the
spiritual, pastoral care, and skill/knowledge formation needed for this ministry. It will
include one’s own discernment for this ministry, an emphasis on the unique spiritual,
psycho-social, and ministerial needs of the incarcerated, and the diverse relationships that
need to be nurtured. This 6-session program will provide foundational knowledge and the
practical tools needed for successful prison ministry in order to form the next generation
of professional prison chaplains.   

As a result of this program, participants will:    
1) Be introduced to prison ministry with an emphasis one’s own discernment for this
ministry, as well as the unique spiritual, psycho-social and ministerial needs of the
incarcerated.   
2) Learn core knowledge and practical tools needed for successful prison ministry.   
3) Hopefuly consider joining and inviting others to join the next generation of professional
prison chaplains.

Session 3:  Pastoral Formation I

How is one pastorally present to the incarcerated? How does one accompany the
incarcerated? This addresses the realities of sin/human brokenness,
forgiveness/reconciliation/mercy, grief/bereavement, empathic listening, awareness of
one’s own biases/resistances, and the importance of self-care.

https://catholicprisonministries.org/
https://www.nacc.org/
https://www.nacc.org/about-nacc/partners-in-pastoral-care/

